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The choice of how to represent the search space for
a genetic algorithm (GA) is critical to the GA’s per-
formance. Representations are usually engineered by
hand and fixed for the duration of the GA run. Here a
new method is described in which the degrees of free-
dom of the representation — i.e. the genes – are in-
creased incrementally. The phenotypic effects of the
new genes are randomly drawn from a space of differ-
ent functional effects. Only those genes that initially
increase fitness are kept. The genotype-phenotype map
that results from this selection during the construction
of the genome allows better adaptation. This effect is
illustrated with the NK landscape model. The resulting
genotype-phenotype maps are much less epistatic than
unselected maps would be, having extremely low values
of “K” — the number of fitness components affected by
each gene. Moreover, these maps are exquisitely tuned
to the specifics of the epistatic fitness function, creat-
ing adaptive landscapes that are much smoother than
generic NK landscapes with the same genotype-pheno-
type maps, with fitness peaks many standard deviations
higher. Thus a caveat should be made when making ar-
guments about the applicability of generic properties of
complex systems to evolved systems. This method may
help to solve the problem of choice of representations
in genetic algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Proper representations of the search space are crucial to
the performance of genetic algorithms (GAs). For a ge-
netic algorithm to perform better than random search, the
representation and genetic operators combined must con-
tain “knowledge” about the fitness function, in the form
of correlations between parental fitnesses and offspring fit-
ness distributions, which allows the genetic operator to take
fitter individuals and produce still fitter offspring with non-
vanishing probability [1]. This knowledge may be implicit,
fortuitous, or by design in the choice of representation. A
representation that facilitates the production of fitter vari-
ants can be said to yield evolvability.

In traditional fixed-length GAs, the representation is cre-
ated in its entirety at the outset, Athena-like from the head
of the designer. Its evolvability is predetermined. One hope
in genetic algorithm research has been that good represen-

tations themselves could be produced through an evolution-
ary approach [2, 3, 4, 5]. Here I discuss a method modeled
after biological evolution for evolving representations with
high evolvability.

In biological evolution, the genome has been built up in-
crementally by the acquisition of new genes. Many random
gene additions occur through various genetic mechanisms.
However, only those genes that produce an increase in fit-
ness become stably incorporated in the genome. The nature
of the gene’s effect on the phenotype determines the chance
that it will produce a fitness increase. Genes that disturb
highly adapted organismal functions are most likely delete-
rious. Genes that preserve highly adapted functions while
exploring novel functions have the best chance of produc-
ing a fitness increase, and thence being incorporated in the
genome. Thus newly incorporated genes would tend to
be modular in effect, with less deleterious side-effects (i.e.
less pleiotropy). Modularity in the genotype-phenotype
map would increase its evolvability[6].

In this paper, I develop an algorithm modeled after bi-
ological genome evolution as a strategy for evolving rep-
resentations with high evolvability. The method is illus-
trated using Kauffman’s NK adaptive landscape model,
in which the structure of the genotype-phenotype map
can be seen explicitly. The resulting adaptive landscapes
are highly non-generic in their statistical properties, being
much smoother than can be accounted for by their structure,
allowing higher fitnesses to be reached that would be ob-
tained through unselective generation of representations.

II. CONSTRUCTIONAL SELECTION

The method of evolving representations is to expand the
genome one gene at a time by randomly altering the geno-
type-phenotype map function to include one additional ar-
gument. If that alteration reduces fitness, it is rejected,
and another attempt made until an alteration that increases
fitness is found. Once this is done, a conventional GA is
run with this expanded genome to adapt it to a new fitness
peak. Then, another round of genome expansion is run.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.

This method is expressed formally as follows. Let there
be � genes in the genome. The allelic value, ��� , for each
gene � is an element of the gene’s own domain space, ���
(for binary coding, ������� 0 � 1 � ; for real valued GAs,������� ; in genetic programming, ��� could be the function
or terminal sets or both). A genotype is an array, ���
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Figure 1: The genome growth algorithm using constructional
selection to evolve the representation.� � � �"!�$# 1 %�& ! , of the allelic values, where & ! �'� 1 (� 2 (*)+),) ( � ! is the genotype space (in typical GAs, the
domain spaces � � are identical).

A genotype-phenotype map function, Ψ ! : & !.-/10 ,
maps the genotype � to the search space 0 . A fitness
function 24365+7 is defined on each point 5 % 0 in the search
space.

As the genome grows, one obtains a sequence of maps:

Ψ1 : � 1 - 8
/90
Ψ2 : � 1 ( � 2 - 8
/90

...

Ψ ! : � 1 ( � 2 ),)+)�( � ! - 8
/90 )
When a new gene is added to the genome, the genotype-
phenotype map is modified from Ψ ! to Ψ !;: 1. The modifi-
cation is made by a probabilistic operator with probabilities< 3 Ψ !=/ Ψ !;: 1 7 . It is here that heuristic knowledge of the
search space must be incorporated by the designer, since
random search through the space of all possible genotype-
phenotype maps is no better than random search through0 . One must have an a priori expectation that some of the
modifications will produce new maps that are only incre-
mentally changed from old maps (as in [3]). This allows
one to relocate the problem of knowledge incorporation to
a level where it may be more naturally accommodated.

For example, this would be the case with series represen-
tation 5>� Ψ ! 36�?7@��A !�$# 1 BDC � cos 3FE � 7�GIH � sin 3FE � 7KJ , where� � �L3 C � ��H � �ME � 7 % � � . Another example is a genetic pro-
gramming approach, where new functions and terminals
can be appended to the parse tree [7].

Let us return to the idea that an evolved point in the
search space has some aspects that are highly adapted, and
others that are not yet adapted. If this partition into sub-
goals is possible (and for some search spaces it may not
be), then one would like to augment the genotype-pheno-
type map in a way that leaves the highly adapted traits
unaffected while exploring the unadapted traits. Yet these
“traits” (e.g. subgoals) are usually not directly observable,

but are abstract, emergent properties of the fitness func-
tion. If one has a priori reason to believe that at least some
of the modifications Ψ ! / Ψ !�:

1 will be able to correctly
partition the adapted traits from the unadapted ones, then
constructional selection is a means by which to incorpo-
rate those modifications into the genotype-phenotype map.
This can be illustrated in a model of genome growth using
Kauffman’s “NK” adaptive landscape model.

III. THE “NK” ADAPTIVE LANDSCAPE MODEL

Kauffman’s “NK” adaptive landscape model [8] will be
used to illustrate the effects of constructional selection
because it explicitly shows the epistatic structure of the
genotype-phenotype map. The following is a generalized
version of the NK model, a map between a set of genes and
a set of fitness components. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

1. The genome consists of � binary-valued genes, that
exert control over N phenotypic functions, each of
which contributes a component to the total fitness.

2. Each gene controls a subset of the N fitness compo-
nents, and in turn, eachfitness component is controlled
by a subset of the � genes. This genotype-phenotype
map can be represented by a matrix,O � �+P �DQ � , �R� 1 ),)+) � , S4� 1 )+),) N ,

of indices
P � Q % � 0 � 1 � , where

P �DQ4� 1 indicates that
gene � affects fitness component S ;

3. The columns of
O

, called the polygeny vectors, T Q ��+P �DQ � , ��� 1 ),)+) � , give the genes controlling each
fitness component S ;

4. The rows of
O

, called the pleiotropy vectors, U � ��+P �DQ � , SV� 1 )+),) N , give the fitness components con-
trolled by each gene � ;

5. If any of the genes controlling a given fitness compo-
nent mutates, the new value of the fitness component
will be uncorrelated with the old. Each fitness com-
ponent WX� is a uniform pseudo-random function1 of
the genotype, � % � 0 � 1 � ! :WX�Y36�Z7[� Φ 36��\@T � ; �]�MT � 7[^ uniform on B 0 � 1 J]�
where Φ : � 0 � 1 � ! ( � 1 � )+),) ���R� ( � 0 � 1 � ! -/ B 0 � 1 J , \
is the Schur product ( �_\`T Q � � ��� P �DQ � , �R� 1 ),)+) � ).
Any change in � , T � , or �a\=T � gives a new value for
Φ 36��\@T � ; �b�cT � 7 that is uncorrelated with the old;

6. If a fitness component is affected by no genes, it is
assumed to be zero:

Φ 36�d\@T � ; �b�cT � 7[� 0 for all � , if T � � �
0 )+),) 0 � ;

7. The total fitness is the normalized sum of the fitness
components:

243e�Z7[� 1N fg �$# 1

WX��3e�Z7 )
1Park-Miller is unsuitable. The encryption-like algorithm ran4 [9] was used.
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Figure 2: Kauffman’s NK model recast as a map between the
genotype and a set of fitness components. Arrows indicate that
the gene affects the fitness component. A new gene with effects on
two fitness components is shown being introduced to the genome.

A. Constructional Selection on Pleiotropy

Suppose a gene newly added to the genome has pleiotropy
vector U !;: 1, and affects y !;: 1 �zA fQ+# 1

P !�: 1 Q fitness
components, which become resampled from the interval
[0,1]. Let { be the sum, before the new gene is added, of
the fitness components the new gene is going to alter. The
probability that the new sum will be less than { is:|R} 3e{�7~� Pr BD� }�� {,J (1)� 1y !

}g �$# 0

3 8 1 7 ��� y �"� � { 8 �XG�� { 8 ���
2 � } �

where � } is the sum of y independent uniform random
variables on [0,1], from [10].

Then, from equation (1), the probability that the new
gene will produce a fitness increase is 1 8 | }�Y�

1 3e{�7 . When
the average of the fitness components to be altered by the
new gene is above 1 � 2, the greater y !;: 1 is, the less the
chance that the new gene will produce a fitness increase,
precipitously less so for highly adapted fitness components.
Since the new gene is kept only if it produces a fitness
increase, constructional selection will filter out genes with
high y .

Suppose that there is an underlying probability density5�3ey 7 of pleiotropy values y for genes newly added to the ge-
nome. Then the density 5,��3ey 7 of pleiotropy values among
genes that are kept by the genome (i.e. which improve
fitness) will be5 � 36y 7[��5�36y 7 gU���� 0 � 1 �Y� Pr B U�� y;J�� 1 8 | } 3�U T � 7c���+� (2)

where � is the vector of fitness components before the gene
was added, Pr B U>� y�J is the probability of sampling pleiotropy
vector U given that the new gene’s pleiotropy value is y ,
and � is the normalizer so that A } 5+��36y 7[� 1.

B. Numerical Results

A numerical simulation of constructional selection in the
NK model was performed using the genome growth algo-
rithm illustrated in Figure 1:

1. Add a new gene to the genome:
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Figure 3: Two genotype-phenotype maps evolved through ge-
nome growth, with (left) and without (right) constructional se-
lection. Dark squares indicate that fitness component � depends
on gene � . The columns in the right map reflect the sampling
distribution of the pleiotropy vectors, in which the number of
fitness components affected is uniform on � 1 �]��� . The left map
shows how under constructional selection, later genes have lower
pleiotropy as the genome grows and becomes more adapted.

(a) create a new pleiotropy vector U !;: 1, choosing
uniformly (from � 1 � ),)+) � 31 � ) the number, y !;: 1,
of fitness components to be affected by the new
gene, and then selecting randomly which fitness
components these are, from a set of N�� 31
possible;

(b) pick the allelic value, � !;: 1, of the new gene with
probability 1 � 2 being either 0 or 1.

2. If the new gene decreases fitness, reject it and repeat
step 1. Otherwise, keep it.

3. Adapt � to the new (local) optimum ˆ� by allelic sub-
stitution through a “greedy” 1-mutant adaptive walk.

4. Repeat step 1 until the genome has 31 genes.

The pleiotropy vectors, U !�: 1, are chosen from the same
uniform distribution throughout the run. As a basis for
comparison, the genome growth algorithm is also run with-
out step 2, giving the result of choosing representations a
priori.

B.1. Evolved Genotype-Phenotype Maps

Figure 3 shows typical genotype-phenotype maps produced
during runs with and without constructional selection. The
run without constructional selection reflects the underlying
distribution of pleiotropy vectors sampled for each new
gene. In the run with constructional selection, during the
evolution of the first few genes, the discovery of new fitness
components selects for high pleiotropy, but as these fitness
components evolve toward their optima, selection becomes
strong against new genes affecting them.

This increasing selection for low pleiotropy can be seen
in Figure 4, which shows the distribution of pleiotropiesy ! as the genome grows, over repeated runs of genome
growth. The mode for y ! is always 1 after the first few
genes, but as shown in Figure 5, the mean y ! tends toward
1 from initial values of around 16, or half of the maximum
possible, N � 31.

The progress in adaptation can be compared between
runs with and without constructional selection. Figure 6
shows plots for a number of runs. Without constructional
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Figure 4: The distribution, from repeated runs of the genome
growth algorithm, of pleiotropy values ¡�¢ , from each gene’s plei-
otropy vector £ ¢ , as the genome grows; with (left) and without
(right) constructional selection.
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Figure 5: The average pleiotropy values ¡�¢ for each gene as the
genome grows, from the runs in Figure 4, with constructional
selection.

selection, disruptive new genes are not filtered out, and
adaptation shows little progress once the fitness compo-
nents are saturated with genes that affect them. With con-
structional selection, however, fitness continues to increase
with each new gene throughout the genome growth.

As the genome grows, the trajectories of individual fit-
ness components can be seen in Figure 7. With construc-
tional selection, once a fitness component has reached a
high value (low points in graph), only new genes that leave
it alone are likely to be incorporated in the genome. Oc-
casionally, however, one component is sacrificed for the
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Figure 6: Fitness as a function of genome size for several runs of
the genome growth algorithm. Dark lines are with, and light lines
without constructional selection.
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Figure 7: Fitness components during genome growth, for one
genome evolved with (left) and one without (right) constructional
selection. Fitness components are sorted according to their value
at the end of the run.

improvement in another, which show up as spikes in the
graph. By the time the genome has reached a size of 31
genes, most of the components have reached values well
above their expected value of 1/2. Without constructional
selection, the jumble of spikes represents the continuing
randomization of the fitness components as genes with ran-
dom pleiotropy are incorporated into the genome.

Here, most of the adaptation under constructional selec-
tion occurs during the incorporation of new genes, rather
than during the adaptive walks (through allelic substitu-
tion) between gene additions. This is because there is a
much larger pool of new pleiotropy vectors to sample from
than the pool of genotypes in the 1-mutant neighborhood of
an existing genotype (2

f
vs. � ). The evolutionary process

under constructional selection is figuratively the “building”
of a fitness peak, gene by gene, rather than the climbing of
a fitness peak.

B.2. Non-Generic Properties of Evolved Landscapes

Existing theory for adaptive walks on NK landscapes
[11, 8, 12, 13] is derived for generic landscapes, i.e. land-
scapes that one would typically obtain from a random sam-
pling of landscapes with given values of � and y . The ap-
plicability of these results to biological examples assumes
that evolutionary processes produce such generic adaptive
landscapes. However, the distribution of fitness peaks in
the NK landscapes grown here under constructional se-
lection are nowhere near the distributions for generic NK
landscapes with identical genotype-phenotype maps.

Constructional selection produces genotype-phenotype
maps that are much more finely tuned to the fitness function
under which they evolved. To illustrate this, the distribu-
tion of fitness peaks for several landscapes evolved under
constructional selection are plotted in figure 8. For com-
parison, distributions are plotted for landscapes using the
same genotype-phenotype map, but with fitness functions,
Φ, chosen a priori. Each point represents the fitness peak
obtained by starting an adaptive walk from a randomly
sampled genotype. The distributions are plotted by sorting
the fitness peaks by size (the transpose of the figure there-
fore represents the cumulative probability distribution for
fitness peaks). The width of horizontal plateaus represents
the size of the domain of attraction for a particular fitness
peak.
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Figure 8: Distributions of fitness peaks of NK landscapes: upper
10 plots are for adaptive landscapes evolved under constructional
selection; lower 10 plots are with the same genotype-phenotype
maps but randomized fitness functions. In each plot, the peaks at-
tained from 1000 random starting genotypes are sorted by fitness.
Plateaus indicate large domains of attraction for the peak.

The plateaus, and discontinuities between them, indicate
fewer and larger domains of attraction for the evolved land-
scapes, i.e. they are smoother than the generic landscapes.
The distributions for the generic landscapes follow roughly
the Gaussian approximation derived by Weinberger [13].
While the least fit peaks are approximately the same for
both evolved and generic landscapes, at various points in
the ranking, the fitness of the evolved landscapes grows
much higher. Interestingly, the jumps in the distribution
are highly variable.

An additional beneficial outcome of constructional se-
lection is that the genotypes resulting at the end of the
run are usually the apparent global fitness peak. In 77%
of adaptive landscapes evolved under constructional selec-
tion (304 sampled), the genotypes attained at the end of
genome growth were fitter than any other adaptive peak
found (from 250 other starting genotypes). Of the remain-
ing landscapes, only 19% of the peaks arrived at from ran-
dom initial genotypes were fitter than the genotype attained
at the end of genome growth.

C. Computational Complexity

The usefulness of constructional selection for genetic al-
gorithms should be measured by the number of points in
the search space that need to be evaluated to reach a certain
fitness. There are several strategies for spending compu-
tational resources: One can take an a priori representa-
tion, run numerous adaptive walks from different initial
genotypes, and take the fittest peak attained after expendi-
ture of the set amount of computations. Alternately, one
can partition one’s computations sampling among differ-
ent genotype-phenotype maps to find that with the fittest
peak. Lastly, the approach examined here is to progres-
sively modify simple genotype-phenotype maps to more
complex ones with the genomegrowth algorithm described.
The payoff in the level of optimization obtained through
constructional selection shows it to be a much more effi-

cient.
As a simple example, consider the class of NK land-

scapes with the highest expected fitness peaks, the y¤� 1
landscapes (which is ¥¦� 0 in Kauffman’s original defini-
tion), in which there is a one-to-one map from each gene to
each fitness component, and N¤��� . Each gene can be op-
timized individually, so it takes the evaluation of 2 � geno-
types to find the global peak for the landscape. Each fitness
component is i.i.d., where the optimal ˆW � is distributed as
the maximum of two independent uniform random vari-
ables on [0,1]. The probability density of each maximum
ˆW � is N�3 ˆW�74� 2 ˆW . So E 3 ˆW�7�� 2 � 3 and Var 3 ˆW�7�� 1 � 18.
With �L�§N�� 31 genes and fitness components, one
obtains:

E B 2¨3 ˆ�Z76J�� 2 � 3 � and Var B 243 ˆ�Z7KJ©� 1
18 N«ª 0 ) 00179 )

The average fitness attained under constructional selection
in the numerical simulations (where the average y is much
larger than 1) is about 0.89, which is therefore some 5 stan-
dard deviations (5 ( 0 ) 0423) above the expected value of
peaks obtained from generic y_� 1 landscapes. The prob-
ability of a y¤� 1 landscape having a peak with fitness at
least 0.89, under a normal approximation (an overestimate),
is 3 ( 10 ¬ 7. So a strategy of sampling different randomy� 1 landscapes would require over 2 ( 106 samples to
be likely to obtain fitness peaks as high as those obtained
through constructional selection, which in the runs here
took some 3000 evaluations of the fitness function.

The ability to select on the genotype-phenotype map as
it is constructed is the key to finding higher fitness values.
To carry out constructional selection in the y®� 1 case,
one could add one gene at a time and for each choice of
the fitness component it maps to, examine the fitnesses for
both alleles, and keep the allele and map that give the fittest
value. The first gene would be evaluated for the N possible
genotype-phenotype maps, for a total of 2 N evaluations.
Thesecond gene would be sampledwith the remaining N 8 1
unmapped fitness components, and so forth, giving a total
of NR3eN�G 1 7 evaluations. Each resulting fitness component
would be the maximum of 2 36N 8 �@G 1 7 uniform i.i.d.
values, for the � th gene/gene map pair. So the � th fitness
component would be distributed as

| � 3 ˆW�7�� ˆW 2 ¯ f ¬ � : 1 ° .
The fitness components would have expectation

E 3 ˆWX�c7[� 2 36N±G 1 8 �67
2 3eN�G 1 8 �67�G 1 )

The expected value for the fitness peaks obtained through
this constructional selection process would be

E B 2¨3 ˆ�Z76J�� 1N fg �²# 1

2 �
2 � G 1 )

For �L�§NL� 31, the expected fitness peak would be
E B 2¨3 ˆ�Z76J ª 0 ) 945, and would take 31 ( 32 � 992 evalua-
tions to find. This is a much more efficient use of compu-
tational resources than randomly searching generic y�� 1
landscapes for those with the highest peaks.



D. Constructional Selection is a Novel Evolutionary
Mechanism

Mechanisms that have classically been proposed for the
evolution of evolvability all invoke allele substitution at
pre-existing loci (including Kauffman’s suggestions as to
how K could evolve [14]). These include:

1. smooth landscapes as a side-effect of alleles that pro-
duce advantageous phenotypic stability (e.g. stable
proteins, stable developmental pathways);

2. neutral alleles that modify the landscape and hitchhike
with later advantageous mutations they facilitate.

The evolution of smooth landscapes through the filtering
of loci as they come into being is distinct from allelic sub-
stitution and does not require the particular effects men-
tioned above. Although models of gene duplication and
evolution have been analyzed in evolutionary population
genetics [15], the systematic effect of producing a more
evolvable genotype-phenotype map has been mentioned in
few sources [6, 16, 17].

Experiments of evolving computational genotype-
phenotype maps using constructional selection should be
explored for what insights they may provide about the struc-
ture of natural genotype-phenotype maps. The results here
show that it may be wrong to assume that evolved adap-
tive landscapes follow patterns of mathematically generic
landscapes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

I have described a method for evolving representations for
GAs with the goal of improving their performance. The
method is modeled after the process of biological genome
evolution, in which newly created genes become stably in-
corporated in the genome only when they produce a fitness
increase. This selection in the construction of the genome
is expected to filter out genes that disrupt highly adapted
traits, biasing the evolution of the genotype-phenotype map
toward a modular structure. Such a modular structure in
the representation used for a GA would reduce epistatic
interactions between genes and confer greater evolvabil-
ity. This predicted outcome is tested using Kauffman’s NK
landscape model.

In the NK model, by simply adding new genes with ran-
dom effects to the genome and rejecting those that reduce
fitness, genotype-phenotype maps evolve very little epista-
sis between genes. But the resulting adaptive landscapes
are smoother, with higher peaks, than even low epistasis
can account for.

These results suggest that much more efficient algo-
rithms may be obtained if there is an opportunity to build
up representations incrementally, gene by gene, and keep
only those additions to the representation that produce a
fitness increase.

A caveat should be made to the application of adap-
tive landscape theory to real organisms. The evolution-
ary processes that constructed their genomes may result in
genotype-phenotype maps that are not well described by

generic models. Constructional selection provides a novel
mechanism to produce the low values of K hypothesized
by Kauffman [14].
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